Principples of Activve Vibrationn Control:Magneto- annd
Electrostrrictive Mateerials in Vib
bration Control

Introoduction: MagnetoM
and
d Electrostrrictive Mateerials
Both magnetostriictive and ellectrostrictivve materials ddemonstratee a shape chaange upon
the appplication of magnetic or
o electric fields.
fi
This small
s
shape change is believed to
be caaused by the alignment of
o magnetic//electric dom
mains within the materiall upon the
application of thee fields. Thee advent of specialized engineering
e
materials ennables the
o these mateerials in actiive vibrationn control appplications thhanks to the increased
use of
deforrmation straiins.
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Fig. 8.36 Randomlyy oriented magnetic
netostrictivee Materials
Magn
Magnnetostrictive (MS) mateerials changee their shappe when subbjected to a magnetic
field. A commo
on example of the maggnetostrictive effect in everyday life is the
humm
ming noise emitted by electric trannsformers. T
This is due to the expan
nsion and
contrraction of meetallic parts in response to magnetosstriction, indduced by thee changing
electrromagnetic field. Nearlyy all ferrom
magnetic matterials demoonstrate this property,
but thhe shape andd volume change is veryy small. Ferromagnetic m
materials havve a structure divided
d
intoo magnetic ddomains exhhibiting uniiform magneetic polarizaation. The
applied magneticc field causees the rotatiion of thesee domains aand in return
n a slight
F
8.36 illustrates thhe randomlyy oriented
shapee change onn a macroscoopic level. Figure
magnnetic domainns within thee material annd the reorieentation afterr the magnettic field is
applied. The reciiprocal phennomenon to magnetostriction is callled the Villlari effect.
This describes the change of magnetic prroperties undder applied looad.
Thhe deformatiion in magnnetostrictive materials is characterized with thhe magne-

tostrictive coefficient ιms , which expresses the fractional length change upon applying
a magnetic field. The shape change of the material is zero at zero magnetic field,
however upon the application of the field it grows linearly according to the magnetostrictive coefficient until the material reaches magnetostrictive saturation.
The application of certain rare earth materials into an alloy allowed using the effect
of magnetostriction in real-life engineering applications. Early types of magnetostrictive alloys demonstrated large magnetostriction, but only by applying high magnetic
fields or at cryogenic temperatures [4]. These difficulties were eliminated by the
introduction of Terfenol-D,which continues to be the most common magnetostric-tive
material [4]. Terfenol-D exhibits about 2000 με at room temperature, while Cobalt,
which demonstrates the largest magnetostrictive effect of the pure elements, exhibits
only 60 με strain. Another common material goes by the trade name Metglas 2605SC,
yet another by Galfenol.
The typical recoverable strain of magnetostrictive materials like Terfenol-D is in
the order of 0.15%. Maximal response is presented under compressive loads.
Magnetostrictive actuators have a long life span and may be used in high precision
applications. Actuators may be used in compression alone as load carrying elements.
Pre-stressing the actuators may increase both efficiency and the coupling effects [4].
Electrostrictive Materials
Electrostriction is closely related to magnetostriction. Due to electrostriction, all
dielectrics change their shape upon the application of an electric field. The physical
effect is similar to magnetostriction as well: non-conducting materials have randomly
aligned polarized electrical domains. If the material is subjected to a strong electric
field, the opposing sides of these domains become charged with a different polarity.
The domains will be attracted to each other, thus reducing material thickness in the
direction of the applied field and elongating it in a perpendicular direction.
All dielectrics exhibit some level of electrostriction; however, a class of engineering ceramics does produce higher strains than other materials. Such mate-rials are
known as relaxor ferroelectrics, for example: lead magnesium niobate (PMN), lead
magnesium niobate-lead titanate (PMN-PT) and lead lanthanum zirconate titanate
(PLZT).

Thhe elongationn of electrosstrictive matterials is rellated quadraatically to thhe applied
electrric field:
ε = const · E 2

(8.14)

wherre ε is strain and E is electric field sttrength. The relative perccentual elonngation for
PMN
N-PT is 0.1%
% or 1000 μεε, but this iss achieved uunder a field strength off 2 MV/m.
−0.08%.
Typiccal strains foor special eleectrostrictorss is in the rannge of 0.02−

MAG
GNETOSTRICTIV
VE MATERIAL
Magnetostriction is a property of
o ferromagnnetic materiaals that causees them to
changge their shappe or dimennsions duringg the process of magnettization. Thee variation
of m
material's magnetization
m
n due to the appliedd magneticc field chaanges the
magnnetostrictive strain until reaching
r
its saturation vaalue, λ.

Figg. 8.37 Ferromagnetic maaterials

EXPL
LANATION
N:
Innternally, ferrromagneticc materials have
h
a structture that is divided
d
into domains,
each of which is a region of uniform maagnetic polarrization. Whhen a magnettic field is
applied, the bounndaries betw
ween the doomains shift and the domains rotatee, both of
these effects cau
use a changee in the material's dimennsions. The reciprocal effect,
e
the
changge of the su
usceptibility of a material when subbjected to a mechanicall stress, is
calledd the Villarii effect. Tw
wo other effeects are thuss related to magnetostriiction: the
Matteeucci effect is the creaation of a helical
h
anisootropy of thhe susceptib
bility of a
magnnetostrictive material whhen subjectedd to a torquee and the Wiiedemann efffect is the
twistiing of thesee materials when a helical magnettic field is applied
a
to them.
t
The
Villaari Reversal is the changge in sign off the magnettostriction off iron from positive
p
to
a
ly 40000 A/m
A
(500
negattive when exposed to magnetic fields of approximatel

oersteds). On magnetization a magnetic material undergoes changes in volume which
are small - of the order 10-6.
Magnetostrictive materials can convert magnetic energy into kinetic energy, or the
reverse, and are used to build actuators and sensors. The property can be quantified by
the magnetostrictive coefficient, L, which is the fractional change in length as the
magnetization of the material increases from zero to the saturation value.

MAGNETOSTRICTION AND MAGNETOSTRICTIVE MATERIALS:

Magnetostriction is the changing of a material's physical dimensions in response to
changing its magnetization. In other words, a magnetostrictive material will change
shape when it is subjected to a magnetic field. Most ferromagnetic materials exhibit
some measurable magnetostriction. The highest room temperature magnetostriction of
a pure element is that of Co which saturates at 60 microstrain. Fortunately, by
alloying elements one can achieve "giant" magnetostriction under relatively small
fields. The highest known magnetostriction are those of cubic laves phase iron alloys
containing the rare earth elements Dysprosium, Dy, or Terbium, Tb; DyFe2, and
TbFe2.
However, these materials have tremendous magnetic anisotropy which necessitates a
very large magnetic field to drive the magnetostriction. Noting that these materials
have anisotropies in opposite directions, Clark(1) and his co-workers at NSWCCarderock, prepared alloys containing Fe, Dy, and Tb. These alloys are generally
stochiometric, of the form TbxDy1-xFe2 and have been coined Terfenol-D. Terfenol-D,
operated under a mechanical-bias, strains to about 2000 microstrain in a field of 2
kOe at room temperatures. For typical transducer and actuator applications, TerfenolD is the most commonly used engineering magnetostrictive material.

m temperatuure, [Clark]
Fig. 8..38 Terfenoll-D responsee around room

m
of magnetosstriction at an
a atomic leevel is relatiively compleex subject
The mechanism
matteer but on a macroscopic
m
level may be
b segregatedd into two ddistinct proceesses. The
first pprocess is dominated
d
b the migraation of dom
by
main walls within
w
the material
m
in
respoonse to exterrnal magnettic fields. Seecond, is thee rotation of the domaiins. These
two m
mechanisms allow the material
m
to change
c
the domain
d
orientation whicch in turn
causees a dimensiional changee. Since the deformationn is isochoric there is an
n opposite
dimennsional chaange in the orthogonall direction. Although there may be many
mechhanism to th
he reorientattion of the domains, thhe basic ideea, representted in the
figuree, remains th
hat the rotatiion and movvement of maagnetic dom
mains causes a physical
lengthh change in the materiall.

Fig. 8.39
8 Magneto
ostrictive meechanism

a typically mechanicallly biased inn normal opeeration. A
Magnnetostrictive materials are
comppressive load is applied to the material,
m
which, due too the magneeto-elastic
couplling, forces the domainn structure tto orient perrpendicular to the appllied force.
Thenn, as a magnnetic field iss introducedd, the domain structure rotates prodducing the
maxim
mum possib
ble strain in the materiall. A tensile preload
p
shouuld orient th
he domain
structture parallel to the appliied force thoough this hass not yet beeen observed due to the
brittleeness of the material in tension.
t

Fig. 8.40 Magneetostrictive materials
m

Magneto- and Electrostrictive Materials in Vibration Control
A mechanically amplified MS actuator for low frequency (1-10 Hz) vibration
damping applications is suggested in, where the achievable displacement is rated
between 0.5–4 mm and the force between 0.5–6 kN. Commercial actuator prototypes
are also available; examples of such actuators are featured in Fig. 3.107.
From the point of vibration control, MS actuators may deliver a high force output
with high frequency [5]. The underlying dynamics is a complex combination of
electrical, mechanical and magnetic phenomena, which is further complicated by
the nonlinear hysteretic behavior of Terfenol-D. The linear properties of MS actuators
hold only under the following assumptions:
• low driving frequency
• reversible magnetostriction without power loss
• uniform stress and strain distribution
Under these assumptions the magnetomechanical equations are as:
S = sH σ + gHm

(8.15)

Bm = gσ + μσ Hm

(8.16)

where S is strain, σ is stress, sH is mechanical compliance at constant applied
magnetic field strength H, g is the magnetic cross-coupling coefficient, μσ is magnetic
permeability at constant stress and Bm is magnetic flux within the material.
Piezoelectricity is in fact a subclass of electrostrictive materials. However, while
electrostrictive materials are nonlinear, piezoelectric materials behave linearly, which
is an important feature for control applications. Moreover, electrostriction is not a
reversible effect; unlike magnetostriction or piezoelectricity, the material does not
generate an electric field upon the application of a mechanical deformation. Another
important feature of electrostrictive materials is that they do not reverse the direction
of the elongation with a reversed electric field — note the quadratic dependence.
Therefore, electrostrictive transducers must operate under a biased DC elec-tric field.
In comparison with piezoelectric materials, electrostrictive materials demonstrate a
smaller hysteresis.

Brraghin et al. introduces a model of magnetostric
m
ctive actuatorrs for activee vibration
he authors prropose a lineear model foor MS actuattors, which is
i suitable
contrrol in [5]. Th
for coontrol design
n below the 2 kHz frequuency range. This simplee linearized numerical
n
modeel has provid
ded a good m
match with the
t experimental result for an inertiial type of
MS aactuator. Succh a linearizzation is nott only imporrtant for thee design of traditional
t
feedbback control systems, buut is also esssential for reeal-time moodel predictivve control
usingg MS actuatoors. Despite the compliccated couplinng, hysteresiis and nonlinnearity the
staticc actuation displacement
d
t of MS actuuators remaiins linear. A linear SDO
OF system
is thee basis for th
he further annalysis of thee behavior of
o an MS acttuator in a work
w
by Li
et al.
Thhe vibration suppressionn of compoosite shells using magnnetostrictive layers is
discuussed in a work
w
by Praddhan et al. The
T author foormulated a theoretical model for
compposite shells and found thhat magnetoostrictive layyers should bbe placed furrther away
from the neutral plane. In adddition, thinnner MS layeers producedd better dam
mping. The
a
ed vibrationn damping of
o a simply supported bbeam is disccussed by
MS actuator-bas
Moonn et al., wheere the experrimental setuup shows a significant
s
reeduction of vibrations
in com
mparison wiith the scenaario without control.
Thhe use of eleectrostrictivee actuation iin vibration control is relatively
r
unncommon.
Sonaar projectors are the typpical field off use for eleectrostrictivee actuators; however,
w
An
this ddoes not cooncern vibraation attenuation ratherr generating acoustic waves.
electrrostrictive acctuator has been
b
utilizedd by Tzou et
e al., for thee control of cantilever
vibraations. They achieved onnly minimal damping under control when
w
compaared to the
free response
r
witthout actuation.

a) Miniaature MS acttuator

(b) MS actuatorr

(c) FEM
F
analysiis

Fig. 88.41 Prototyypes of diffeerent magnettostrictive acctuators are shown in (a
a) and (b),
whilee (c) featuress a FEM sim
mulation of a deformed magnetostrict
m
tive actuatorr [5]
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